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Abstract 

 
Intrinsically motivated behaviors have been defined as behaviors that do not come with 

any primary external rewards. Previous studies on intrinsic motivation has often 

depended on self-report measures, or only tested how subjects’ motivation is impacted 

by punishments or no gain differences. The present study aims to test these two 

conditions, with the addition of a third, where selecting an information gain option results 

in reward. This will be tested empirically using an existing information theoretic 

operationalization, where subjects will choose between information gain or no 

information gain. Results of the study show that information gain has some degree of 

attraction when subjects expect no gain differences, and when comparing punishment 

and reward conditions.  

 

Inneboende motiverade beteenden har definierats som beteenden som inte följs av 

primära yttre belöningar. Tidigare studier som behandlat inneboende motivation har ofta 

förlitat sig på självuppskattningar, eller så har de bara testat hur personers motivation 

har påverkats av bestraffningar eller ingen skillnad i vinster. Denna studie vill undersöka 

dessa två betingelser, med tillägget av en tredje där valet av ett alternativ som ger 

information resulterar i en belöning. Detta kommer att empiriskt testas med hjälp av en 

existerande informationsteoretisk operationalisering, där försöksdeltagare kommer att 

få välja mellan att få information eller inte. Resultaten i studien visar på att information 

har en viss nivå av dragningskraft när försöksdeltagare förväntar sig ingen skillnad i vinst, 

och även i jämförelsen mellan belöning- och bestraffningsbetingelserna.  

 

Studies of intrinsic and external motivations suggests that aligning internal motivation 

with external rewards may be detrimental for learning outcomes. For example, getting a 

payment for doing an activity that you like doing will reduce your motivation for doing it 

(Deci, Koestner & Ryan, 2001). Instead, from an information theoretic point of view, the 

alignment of an intrinsically motivated task that is externally rewarded should improve 

learning, and should be more attractive, however this has not been properly tested. The 

present study seeks to examine which of these conflicting ideas have the most support. 

The present study is part of a project on curiosity, led by Linus Holm, and financed by the 

Wallenberg foundation.  

Intrinsically motivated behavior is defined as behavior that does not have any 

(external) rewards, except for the behavior itself (Ryan & Deci, 2000). Intrinsically 

motivated behaviors are often things that do not seem to serve any immediate use for 

survival, yet subjects feel high levels of motivation to pursue them (Csikszenthmihalyi, 

1991). Examples of intrinsically motivated behaviors could be hobbies, leisure time 

activities or learning about things you are curious about. Curiosity is a specific example of 

a system of intrinsic motivation (Ryan & Deci, 2000). A paper titled “The Mind as a 

Consuming Organ” (Schelling, 1987) stated that much consumption is not of the material 

sort, but rather takes place mentally. The old standard account of utility maximization in 

economic theory (e.g., Stigler, 1961), treated information and consumption radically 
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differently. It stated that people seek out information for the sole reason that it enables 

them to make better decisions. It assumes a highly rational nature in human behavior 

where a person tries to maximize her expected utility. Subsequent research in e.g., 

decision theory, psychology, and cognitive science, has argued against this, identifying 

several motives underlying the demand for information (Golman & Loewenstien, 2015). 

Curiosity is a powerful force which drives the desire to learn (Berlyne, 1966; Loewenstien, 

1994; Gottlieb et al., 2013). Knowledge and insight can be pleasurable, separate from any 

material gains (Karlsson et al., 2004).  

From a computational perspective, intrinsically motivated behaviors can be 

characterized as goal-directed behaviors. While these actions do not satisfy easily 

quantifiable goals like money, food, points, or juice (a reward for monkeys), they satisfy 

internal goals. This can be mathematically formalized as a reward (value) function of 

information (Loewenstien, 1994). A challenge lies in understanding what subjects seek to 

maximize. Intrinsically motivated behaviors depend on internal factors, which are more 

difficult to characterize, and are related to the individual’s affective or cognitive structures 

(Gottlieb et al., 2016).  

Cognitive Evaluation Theory presented by Deci and Ryan (1985), states that 

people experience themselves as controllers of their own behavior. External rewards 

cause a shift in control from autonomous behavior to controlled behavior which leads to 

an undermining of intrinsic motivation (Ryan & Deci, 2000). There exists literature which 

states that external rewards decrease intrinsic motivation. An early example of this 

literature is Deci (1971, 1972b), who was the first to identify cases where external 

rewards undermined motivation. Lepper, Greene and Nisbett (1973) found that expected 

rewards decreased intrinsic motivation, while unexpected rewards did not. Deci, 

Koestner and Ryan (2001) found that the undermining effect of tangible rewards on 

intrinsic motivation was greater for children than for college students. Deci, Koestner and 

Ryan (2001) reviewed the field and found that: “expected tangible rewards did 

significantly and substantially undermine intrinsic motivation” (p 15.). The findings on 

what effects intrinsic motivation can have applications in the fields that relate to teaching, 

learning, and development. The present study focuses on expected tangible rewards.  

Loewenstien (1994) presented the concept of an informational gap, which sought 

to describe the subjective value of information (Marvin & Shohamy, 2016). In the 

information gap theory, an object which invokes curiosity is some unknown information. 

This information is anticipated to be rewarding, because it will satisfy the curiosity which 

has been built up by the lack of this information. The existence of a gap in information, 

stimulates “involuntary curiosity”, where subjects desire to fill this gap with the missing 

information (Loewenstien, 1994). The present study utilized an action to gain information 

and the desire to gain this information can be categorized as curiosity.   

Gottlieb et al., (2016) reviewed evidence that documented strong effects of 

motivation on memory. The authors viewed cognition as a motivated process which 

drives actions that have orientations towards goals, much like physical movements.  
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The value of information 

There have been studies which have evaluated information gain and intrinsic 

motivation, though most of these studies utilized self-reported curiosity. Kang et al. 

(2009) showed that subjects could compare money and information on a common scale, 

where the subjects were willing to sacrifice monetary reward for answers to questions 

they were curious about. They also concluded, with the use of brain imaging data, that the 

value of the information, which was experienced as curiosity, is encoded in some of the 

same neurobiological structures that evaluate material rewards.  

Another study, conducted on monkeys, tested how monkeys behaved when they 

received equal external reward for two choosing between two options (both options had 

a 50% probability of giving a water reward of varying size). There was no difference in 

extrinsic gains between the two options. The study showed that the monkeys learned and 

developed consistent and reliable preference to select the option which gave advance 

information about the size of the water reward (Bromberg-Martin & Hikosaka, 2009). The 

result of this study supports the notion that information is desired and can feel rewarding. 

A suggestion made by Bromberg-Martin and Hikosaka (2009) was that theories of 

reward-seeking must also include theories of information-seeking.  

Another recent study showed that the monkeys will chose the informative option 

even if the external reward is slightly lower than that of the uninformative option. 

Monkeys were willing to sacrifice a juice reward in order to view predictive cues 

(Blanchard et al., 2015). The monkeys seem to have shown an intrinsically motivated 

behavior, driven by some cognitive or emotional factor that assigned higher value to the 

predictive cue (informational gain) than the value of the extrinsic juice reward (Gottlieb 

et al., 2016).  

Baranes et al., (2015) showed a quantitative link between curiosity and eye 

movements. Subjects’ focused their eye movements to the place where they expected an 

answer to a question. The tendency to focus gaze, and lessen saccadic eye movements, 

could be predicted by their level of curiosity, according to self-reported measure.  

In a review, Gottlieb et al. (2016) suggested that the motivational systems that 

signal the value of primary rewards are also activated by the desire to obtain information. 

There exists however, a separation between the neural representations of informational 

value and biological value, and they require distinct computations. While the value of a 

primary reward depends on its biological or material properties (e.g., a juice or a 

monetary reward), the value of information depends on semantic and epistemic factors 

that evaluate the meaning, usefulness, and value of the information.  

 Curiosity is a fundamental driving force because it stimulates exploration which 

leads to learning. The objects of motivation have value for an individual. Satisfying one’s 

curiosity and following one’s motivations can be prioritized over other actions. Because 

of value assigned to information, intrinsic motivation can stand in comparison to primary 

rewards, and information gain could stand in direct competition with other types of 

rewards.  
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Sampling between two options 

Most adults can translate outcome probabilities into expected frequencies. 

Previous research has observed tendencies to expect short term sequences to correspond 

to long-run probabilities (Kahneman & Tversky, 1972; Tversky & Kahneman, 1971). An 

example of this would be a die which offers a win 70% of the time and a loss 30% of the 

time. If you rolled this die 10 times, subjects would expect and guess at 7 wins and 3 losses. 

If the chance of winning for all independent trials is 70% on one option, it is never optimal 

to take your chances with choosing the other 30% chance option.  

A two-armed slot machine will be implemented to regulate a monetary reward. 

The two-armed slot machine works exhaustively to give a monetary reward between the 

choice of getting the informational reward, or not getting it. Two-armed slot machines 

offer exploration vs exploitation effects in human subjects (Averbeck, 2015; Mehlhorn et 

al., 2015). Even if a subject believes that she has found the best choice and can exploit this 

and thus keep gaining more money, there are many things which can stimulate a desire to 

continue exploring other options. Optimal behavior will be considered as the search for, 

and the continual exploitation of winning the most amount of money, often referred to in 

related literature as “maximization”. The reason this study used a two-armed slot machine 

is to see whether an information aspect distracts the learning of which option yields the 

most amount of money. Utilizing a probabilistically determined reward system creates a 

model which a participant must learn using exploration.  

Probability matching is a phenomenon concerning choices that agents make when 

faced with competing alternatives. If probabilities are set to 70/30, a participant who 

probability matches will explore and test both options 70/30. Probability matching might 

not be optimal for maximizing utility since it requires exploration, but it does come with 

the benefit of increased certainty. If the aim is to win the most amount of money, the main 

concern should be to figure out which choice yields the most amount. Research has found 

that even when many of the questions about a binary prediction task have been answered 

before testing starts, probability matching is still regularly observed (Vulkan, 2000; Gal & 

Baron, 1996). The behavior to explore, to probability match, and to reassess the 

probabilities of winning money is expected to be observed in this study, in conjunction 

with other potential factors of exploration.  

Exploring options comes with potential trade-offs. In a forced choice between two 

options, subjects might want to explore both to decrease uncertainty and to find a best 

option. During exploitation-exploration trade-offs, the agent faces question of how long 

to continue exploiting the current option and when to switch to exploration of other 

alternatives, since exploration might prove to yield even better options (Mehlhorn et al., 

2015). Mehlhorn et al. (2015) suggested that an agent who elicits extreme exploration 

behavior will hop between options constantly, and that an agent who elicits extreme 

exploitation behavior will remain on one option constantly.  

Computationally, subjects have a far harder time to determine which option yields 

the most amount of money in a 50/50 condition. This is because of the larger amount of 

sampling needed to determine which option is best when the options are set to 50/50, 

compared a much less sample-demanding 70/30 condition.  
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 The present study 

Ådén Wadenholt (2015) created a meteor-survival game to test curiosity and how 

subjects valued information. A punishment was given for choosing information, where 

subjects could choose to pay the cost of one extra second in the test in order to see if they 

had survived an incoming meteor. The present study uses Åden Wadenholt’s meteor-

survival game, with modifications to see how subjects value an external monetary reward 

when punished, rewarded, and faced with no difference in gains for choosing the 

informational option.  

The present study seeks to test how intrinsic motivation acts in relation to external 

reward. To test this, there will be three parts including 1) a condition in which choosing 

information is externally rewarded (alignment), 2) a condition where it offers no 

difference in gains (equilibrium), and 3) a condition where information seeking is in direct 

opposition to external reward (misalignment). The informational reward is knowing 

whether you dodged or got hit by a meteor in a discrimination task (referred to as 

feedback), and the external reward is money. Subjects are forced to make an active choice 

to receive information (feedback). Alignment of the rewards means getting a higher 

monetary reward on choosing feedback. Equilibrium offers no external reward for 

choosing feedback, and no punishment. Misalignment of the rewards means a punishment 

for choosing feedback, where subjects get a smaller monetary reward on choosing 

feedback.  

The research questions can be split into three parts: 

Part 1: The equilibrium condition. Will subjects choose to get the information 

more, if they are neither punished nor rewarded for it (50/50)? The hypothesis, based 

heavily on previous studies, is that subjects will show a preference for information.  

Part 2: Symmetry of reward and punishment conditions. The reward and the 

punishment offer the potential to gain equal amounts of money (higher monetary reward 

on different options). Which condition, if any, has a stronger pull towards choosing the 

non-optimal option? The hypothesis here is that the condition in which external rewards 

align with the information gain will relatively increase the pull towards optimal behavior, 

and that the condition in which rewards misalign with the information gain will show a 

relative push away from optimal behavior. Note that this hypothesis aligns with 

information theory and that it stands opposed to much of the previous literature, e.g. the 

review by Deci, Koestner and Ryan (2001). The alternative hypothesis is in line with e.g., 

Deci Koestner and Ryan (2001) and it states that no higher tendency to choose 

information when punished will be observed.  

Part 3: Exploration vs exploitation. The study seeks to examine what the 

exploration vs exploitation effects in winning money through the two-armed slot machine 

look like between the three different conditions. Analyses will be made to see what the 

desire to exploit and explore look like between conditions and if a learning effect can be 

observed. The hypothesis here is that the alignment of informational reward and 

monetary reward will increase exploitation, thus reducing exploration, relative to the 

other two conditions. This is informed by the notion that the alignment of informational 
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gain and external reward will be considered the most desired and feel the most 

rewarding.  

 

Method 

 
Participants 

22 Swedish speaking participants (8 women) between the ages of 20 and 50 (M = 27.68, 

SD = 7.88) were recruited from Umeå University using convenience sampling. The test was 

carried out in a single session. Subjects were compensated with an average of 107.3 SEK 

(SD = 4.8) for an average time of 75 minutes. Informed consent was obtained, participants 

were made aware that their data would be treated anonymously. Participants were 

informed that they could leave the test at any given time without further explanation.  

 

Material 

Participants were individually tested in a quiet laboratory environment in front of a 

1600x1050 21” computer screen. All interaction within the test was done with buttons on 

a keyboard. The test was implemented in MATLAB (R2016b, 9.1.0.441655, 64bit), using 

the Psychophysics Toolbox extensions (Brainard, 1997; Pelli, 1997; Kleiner et al, 2007). 

Participants also filled out Swedish translations of the surveys; The Big Five (John & 

Srivastava, 1999; Zakrisson, 2010), CEI-II (Kashdan et al., 2009), Short Grit Scale 

(Duckworth & Quinn, 2009) and UPPS (Whiteside & Lynam, 2001; Whiteside et al., 2005) 

after they had completed the meteor-survival game. However, due to limitations in the 

number of participants, these were never analyzed for this paper.  

 

Procedure 

Participants were tested in a forced choice visual discrimination task which was 

presented as a simple video game where the objective was to steer a spaceship away from 

incoming meteors. Steering away from a meteor was done by moving left or moving right. 

Before the meteor came, a flare was displayed to show that a meteor was incoming. The 

meteor was visible as it traveled towards the spaceship for 400ms, which constituted 

roughly 12% of the distance between its spawn point and the spaceship.  
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Figure 1. The visual elements of the game. Bottom left displays feedback for correct 

avoidance and bottom right displays feedback for incorrect avoidance. The banner in the 

middle of these screens reads: “You have won: xx.xx”, which served the purpose of a 

money counter. If feedback was not chosen, the feedback colors were not displayed, but 

the money counter always was.  

 

 The meteor stimuli consisted of 10 different difficulty levels, deviating from the 

midline by an angle ranging from 0.005 to 0.18 radians to the left and to the right side 

from the participant’s point of view. The meteors expanded slightly in size to create the 

illusion of approach. This expansion rate happened at 200% per second. Starting diameter 

was 4.6 mm and maximum diameter before the meteor went away was 8.26 mm. The 

meteors were color and texture coded for the sake of discrimination.  
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Figure 2. Color and texture code for the different meteors, and the radians used to set their 

difficulties in the discrimination task.  

 

Participants steered left by clicking Left Arrow key on their keyboard, and they 

steered right by clicking Right Arrow key. After steering, participants had to choose 

whether they wanted to know if they succeeded in dodging the meteor or not, or if they 

did not wish to know this. This was a forced choice of getting feedback information or not 

getting it. Participants had to carry out both the steering command and the choice of 

feedback each time a meteor appeared. The choice of feedback was issued with the “A” 

key, and the choice of no feedback was issued with the “D” key. Seeing a meteor appear 

and steering away from it counted as one trial. This part always took two seconds, no 

matter the reaction time of the choices. After issuing the two commands, the participants 

were met with a waiting screen which lasted another second. The waiting screen 

displayed a money counter in the middle of the screen, which informed the participant of 

how much they had won in total, and if they won money on this trial or not (indicated by 

the counter going up since the last trail or not). This screen also displayed feedback, if 

feedback was chosen. Feedback appeared as a green (successful avoidance of the meteor), 

or red color (failed avoidance) in the edges of the screen. The feedback information, 

knowing if you survived or not, was purposed to act as intrinsic reward. If feedback was 

not chosen, the waiting screen was still shown for the same amount of time, but it did not 

display the colors. Choosing feedback did not make the test last longer. The total time for 

one successful trial was always three seconds. Unsuccessful trials, not moving or not 

making the feedback choice, added another trial to the end of the current trial block.  

Participants carried out six trial blocks, consisting of 200 trials each, for a total of 

1 200 trials and a total time of 60 minutes. Participants could not pause the game within 

a trial block, but they could choose to take a break between the trial blocks, every ten 

minutes. There were three different probability conditions set for winning money. In one 

condition, the probability of winning money was the same on both keys, P=0.5 for 

choosing feedback, P=0.5 for choosing no feedback. In another condition, the probability 

of winning money was higher on the choice of getting feedback, P=0.7 for feedback, P=0.3 

for no feedback. In another condition, the probability of winning money was higher on the 

choice of not getting feedback, P=0.3 for feedback, P=0.7 for no feedback. Winning money 

in a trial gave the participant 0.1 SEK, losing gave no money. All three probability 

conditions had their own trial blocks which were played two times each in a randomized 

order, and the set probabilities never changed within a block. Participants were trained 

in the game before the testing started, where the test leader made sure that they knew 

how to make successful trials. Participants were made aware of all things except what 

probabilities were implemented before the test started.  
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To see participants’ individual performances, the mean of the correct avoidances 

over each of the 10 different difficulty levels was calculated, and then converted and 

expressed as entropy using:  

 
Linear regressions were made using this data, by using scatterplots with lsline in 

MATLAB (R2016b, 9.1.0.441655, 64bit). The output of interest was the coefficient values, 

which display the tendency to choose feedback in relation to the level of performance. 

This was done to see individual differences in attitudes towards feedback. 

 

Data exclusions 

7 participants were excluded from the study in total. The first four participants did not 

understand exactly what their objectives were according to self-report measures. They 

did not know exactly how they won money. Their data show them as heavy outliers with 

respect to the selection tendency of feedback in the different blocks and the exploration-

exploitation behavior. These four tended to search for patterns that did not exist, because 

of insufficient teaching from the side of the test leader. Another participant did not care 

about carrying out the test properly, and simply pressed buttons to get to the end of it. 

Another participant was excluded because they did not care about winning money, and 

they did not understand that the probabilities set for the monetary reward could change 

between blocks. The final exclusion happened because this person did not care for the 

monetary reward, or anything else in the feedback screen. The data for all exclusions was 

analyzed, and much according to self-report measures, the data presented them as heavy 

outliers.  

 

Results 

 
In analyzing the mean values of all the participants for the three conditions, the results 

showed that subjects chose to get feedback 22.33 % (SD = 20) of the time when they were 

punished for choosing feedback, 56.4 % (SD = 14.8) of the time when they were faced with 

neither punishment nor reward, and 84.8 % (SD = 10.8) of the time when they were 

rewarded for choosing feedback.  

In the equilibrium condition, the choices of feedback or no feedback had no impact 

on optimal behavior, since the external reward is sampled as 50/50. The tendency of 

preferring feedback (56.4 %) when faced with neither punishment nor reward was higher 

than the baseline (test value of 50) match in a one-sample t-test (t = –1.67), however the 

effect was not statistically reliable (p = 0.117).  

In comparing the reward vs punishment conditions, the punishment condition was 

flipped, to accurately match the reward condition, since they are symmetrical in size (70% 

chance of winning on either the choice of feedback or the choice of no feedback), so that 
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(1 – 0.2233 = 0.7767). This was done to measure how far away participants were from 

eliciting optimal behavior in a condition, which would be to try to win the maximum 

amount of money. Comparing the tendency to choose feedback (84.8 %) when rewarded, 

vs avoiding feedback (77.67 %) when punished, showed in a paired samples t-test (t = –

1.184) no significance (p = 0.256) between the two conditions.  

The comparison between the reward vs punishment conditions can be understood 

as the desire to choose the non-optimal option (for different reasons, discussed later), 

which yielded smaller external reward. Subjects were attracted to the other option 7.13 

% (0.848 – 0.7767 = 0.0713) more often, over all 400 trials in each relevant condition, 

when the non-optimal option was to select feedback, however the numerical effect of this 

was not statistically reliable.  

Analyzing the tendency to choose feedback in relation to performance showed that 

some participants directly avoided feedback at times (Figure 3 and 4).  

 

 
Figure 3. This is an example of a participant who tended to avoid feedback when their 

performance was poorer. The y axis displays the tendency to choose feedback (1) or no 

feedback (2) in each condition. The x axis displays the range of performance in the 

different conditions. The blue dots indicate each of the different meteors, and their 

situation on the graph illustrate this participant’s performance. An r coefficient that is 

angled upwards, e.g., in the Alignment condition, displays aversive behavior to feedback 

when performance is worse. 
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Figure 4. R coefficient values for all conditions put together for each participant. Negative 

r values show a tendency to avoid selecting feedback when the difficulty in discriminating 

the meteors’ trajectory was higher. Positive r values show the opposite tendency. Number 

7 was excluded from this graph because the predictors had the same values, making the 

linear regression appear highly misleading.  

 

 In analyzing exploration-exploitation behavior and learning effect, no obvious 

difference could be observed between the aligned and misaligned conditions (Figure 5). 

Both conditions showed about equal spread, and neither one seemed to optimize faster 

than the other. The equilibrium condition seems to show larger variation and greater 

sampling tendency, which was expected compared to the less sample-demanding 70/30 

conditions.  
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Figure 5. Sum value for all trials for all participants in each condition put together. A slight 

tendency to start with feedback more often can be observed. No obvious difference in 

learning effect or exploitation can be observed between the Aligned and the Misaligned 

conditions.  

 

Discussion 

 
Examining the equilibrium condition: 

Drawing on the tested theories on how information is valued (e.g., Kang, 2009; 

Bromberg-Martin & Hikosaka, 2009; Blanchard, 2015.), the findings of the present study 

show that subjects numerically chose to gain an informational reward when they gain or 

lose nothing else. This offers further support for this theoretical framework. When faced 

with neither a punishment nor a reward, subjects displayed a numerical preference for 

getting information. The notion that subjects prefer to get performance feedback when 

performing a discrimination task seems like an intuitive finding.  

Comparing the aligned and the misaligned conditions: 

In testing the tendencies to choose the least externally rewarding option in the 

aligned-with-feedback and misaligned-with-feedback conditions, a numerical effect 

which shows a pull towards information gain has been observed. An interpretation of this 

result in the present study is that subjects placed a subjective value to information which 
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did at times compete with the external reward. One way of looking at the results is that 

subjects most often chose the option where they gained the most money, but they chose 

the non-optimal option 47% more often when that option gave feedback. The theoretical 

framework which states that expected tangible rewards undermine motivation (e.g., Deci, 

Koestner & Ryan, 2001) does not account for this. The relation between external reward 

and intrinsic motivation which Deci, Koestner and Ryan (2001) write about surrounds the 

topics of: “Gold stars, best-student awards, honor roles, pizzas for reading, and other 

reward-focused incentive systems” (p 1.). The notion of getting an ice cream for reading 

a chapter in a book can be compared to getting money for playing the meteor game. Note 

that the authors stated that this effect was also present in college students. If subjects had 

to carry out the task, the subjects’ motivational response can be compared. The result that 

would be predicted by the theoretical framework of Deci and Ryan would be that there 

would not exist a difference in preference for one option in the game. Their prediction 

would be that subjects’ intrinsic motivation for playing the game would be undermined 

by the external reward and because of this, subjects would not show any tendency to 

avoid optimization.  

 The low number of participants in the study was probably a reason for the lack of 

statistical reliability. For the sake of illustration; if the existing data set for participants 

was tripled (45 subjects) in comparing the aligned and misaligned conditions, where the 

mean values and the spreads would be the same, the statistical reliability would be far 

higher (p = 0.042). If the existing data set was doubled (30 subjects) in examining the 

equilibrium condition, the statistical reliability would be higher (p = 0.023).  

 Most participants seemed to generally like feedback, according to self-report and 

data measures. But another effector in this study was the fact that some of the participants 

showed direct aversion to feedback in relation to their performance. These participants 

did not like seeing their own survival rate when they could not make correct 

discriminations. A difference between the present study and previous studies which have 

examined curiosity and motivation (e.g., Baranes et al., 2015; Blanchard et al., 2015; 

Bromberg-Martin & Hikosaka, 2015; Kang et al., 2009) is that in measuring the desire to 

gain information, a discrimination task was implemented. This was very difficult for many 

participants since it demanded a high degree of performance and many participants did 

not perform above chance rate. Many previous studies have utilized self-report measures 

of curiosity in e.g., trivia questions. While the present study did not rely on self-report 

measures, it did assume the desire to obtain the offered information. The desire to see the 

feedback showed itself as a negative function in some participants (Figure 3 and 4), where 

worse performance led to decreased desire to see the information. An interpretation of 

this is that feedback did not act as intrinsic reward for these participants in many cases. 

It rather acted as punishment, where feedback for the subjectively difficult meteors 

showed the participant that they were not discriminating above chance level. In 

comparison to the subjectively difficult ones, when the meteors’ subjective difficulty was 

lower, these participants preferred feedback more. In comparing this test with previous 

studies, there exists an element here where information gain sometimes is experienced 
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as a punishment. Generally, this has decreased the overall mean values in measuring the 

desire to gain feedback.  

 Examining exploration and exploitation:  

The final research question regarded if participants learned to find the optimal 

state of maximization quicker if feedback was aligned with money. That tendency does 

not seem to exist, the aligned and the misaligned conditions show about similar learning 

effects with respects to how fast optimization happened (Figure 5). Exploration seems to 

be a bit more common in the equilibrium condition, which was expected since far more 

sampling is needed to determine the optimal choice for winning money.  

When broadly asked for their opinions of the test, half of the subjects reported it 

as being boring, where the other half did not mention such an opinion. None of the 

included participants thought it was fun. This did not come as a big surprise because of 

the repetitive nature of the game and the amount of trials. Clear effects of boredom were 

commonly seen in the data as groups of unsuccessful trials, where participants’ 

concentration dipped. It seems like the test was generally considered a boring task. A 

reason boredom was never analyzed in depth was because of the poor trustworthiness 

and accuracy of self-report measures over such a lengthy test. Perhaps a subject who 

ended up reporting that the test was boring, only got bored in the last 10 minutes, or in 

the latter half. The interpretation of boredom reports is complicated because a certain set 

of successful trials cannot be easily compared, and said to be different, to another set of 

successful trials. The self-report of boredom could potentially be a partial explanation for 

why participants did not want feedback more. Their involvement in the game might have 

been low and they did not want to sacrifice the monetary reward for information.  

The occasional aversive behavior to feedback, and boredom are weaknesses in the 

meteor-survival game. If information gain is supposed to act as reward in an experiment 

then, optimally, future studies should try to utilize an experiment that does not create a 

feeling of punishment associated with information gain. Boredom is also a problem, which 

might be removed in a different, perhaps less repetitive, experiment.  

An alternative interpretation of the results is that subjects wanted to see feedback 

in order to increase performance in discriminating the meteors, rather than to satisfy 

curiosity. Some participants reported a desire to increase performance using feedback. 

However, this still fits the presently used framework which predicts that subjects elicit a 

level of intrinsic motivation to get the information gain, even if this happens for different 

reasons other than purely curiosity of survival.  

In terms of applicability, curiosity-driven learning and intrinsic motivation have 

been argued in recent studies to be fundamental ingredients for efficient education 

(Freeman et al., 2014; Oudeyer et al., 2016). Understanding curiosity and intrinsic 

motivation is an educational challenge in our time (Oudeyer et al., 2016). Offering further 

understanding as to the value placed with intrinsic motivation could have applications in 

the fields of development, learning and teaching. The results of the present study support 

predictions that external rewards have an additive effect on intrinsic motivation. Advice 

to a teacher, informed by this study, could be that external rewards will increase a 
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student’s intrinsic motivation for carrying out a task. The opposing theoretical framework 

(Deci and Ryan) would give the advice that the reward reduces motivation.  

 Speculatively, I think that the meteor-survival game as an experimental paradigm 

has produced a result which can be generalized to other contexts, I believe that the results 

could replicate in other empirical settings. I believe this because subjects seem to desire 

both information and tangible rewards. In order to draw conclusions about educational 

implications, it would be interesting for future study to test if a similar effect also is 

present with children.  
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